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INTRODUCTIONS AND BACKGROUND

AK: Today is September zs", 2010. I am Aubrey Kintop, here to interview the wonderful
Chavez couple. And we're gunna get going with some background information. Can I have you
both just say your full names please?

BC: My full name?

AK:Mhhmm.. .

BC: Bernice Butler Chavez.

MC: Manuel J. Chavez Jr.

AK: Okay. When and where were you born?

BC: I was born in Ethel, Arkansas in 1918. (:30 seconds)

AK: When did you move to Florida?

BC: The first time was during the war ... I came as a nurse to join the Army Air Corps.

AK: And what year was that?

BC: And that was 19...

MC : '43

BC: .. . '43. January, 1943.

AK: How many siblings do you have?... How many siblings do you have?

BC: How many siblings? I have uh ... four brothers. And, and there were three of us ... two
sisters beside me.

AK: Big family!

BC: Big family. Haha

AK: Haha. What was your childhood like in Arkansas?

BC: What was my .. .?

AK: Childhood like?



BC: My childhood? I grew up in the country... I had always, I felt very secure because we
always had the necessities of life, even during the depression. During the depression we didn't
have any luxuries but we always ate well and, had all the necessities that we needed.

AK: Didyou go to school in Arkansas too?

BC: I went to yes, I did . I went to, to a country school. A two room country school, during the,
for my elementary grades. And also two of my high school years. And then I finished high
school in Stuttgart, Arkansas. And then I entered nurses training, first I taught school because I
tried to go in nurses' training, but I lacked one half credit in algebra that the university required.
And they didn't have night school, and much of an opportunity to get it otherwise, so I got it, I
had an opportunity to teach at a country school, and I taught for three years. And then in the
meantime, the Stuttgart High School decided to give that, a whole credit for that year that I, had
really spent a whole year on algebra. So then I had two credits, so I, I applied for nurses training
and I was accepted and I went to the University of Tennessee.

AK: Ahh ... Very nice . (3:05)

BC: I went there instead of Little Rock, Arkansas because my aunt... was a graduate nurse there
and I thought that was some link to home, of family. And so I finished my nurse's training there
in, at that time it was a three year diploma type ... And that, the, the War was declared during ...
my last year there and uh, so, at that War, everyone was gung-ho to help. Ev-everyone wanted to
do something to help. And a lot, several of the nurses from my class volunteered to go in, into ...
in the, nurse corps. And and there were two of my classmates and I wanted to go to Florida and

-so we all applied uh, with, with our request to go to Florida and we were all sent to the same
place . . . Boca Raton. (4 :02)

AK: How nice!

BC:Mhhmm...

AK: That's good!

BC: It was nice! Uh-huh .. .

AK: Absolutely... And how about you? When and where were you born?

MC: I was born in the little town of Las Cruces, New Mexico. In the valley of, the Mesilla
Valley. [O]n November the s", 1918. Six weeks before Bernice.

AK: And how many siblings did you have?

MC: And I have one sibling, sister.

AK: Okay.



MC: Yes.

AK: Did you enjoy your childhood in New Mexico?

MC: Oh,J had a wonderful time as a youth, yup. In fact, I'm trying to write uh, my memoir as a
child called uh, 'Chamacos of the Mesilla Valley: The Huckleberries of the Desert ' Because it
was a very interesting young life. I was very active in scouting. I did a lot of camping in the
mountains and deserts and the canyons. And then Ijoined the National Guard as a young man, at
Las Cruces at the New Mexico National Guard, izo" Engineers. And then, when I graduated
from high school , I went to Los Angeles Woodbury College, it's a business school, majoring in
foreign trade.. . and it was a two year course. And I returned to work at Las Cruces for about a
year because my desire was to go to the diplomatic service, and I wanted to go to Georgetown
University. And a very good friend of my father, by the same name, Dennis Chavez, a senator,
had offered to help get a job and so forth, so, but I had to work a year before I could go. In the
meantime, our National Guard unit was called into active duty, ok? And that was September 16,
1940.. . I was a sergeant at the time and a few months later I was promoted to technical sergeant
because my specialty was water purification... Alright.

AK: Very interesting. (6:17)

MC: Yup, and then in November of 19-Just a few months, a few days before Pearl Harbor, this
is November '41, a board of officers from Kelly Field, Texas, came to our base at Abilene,
Texas, to interview ca- people for possible flight training . And I applied ... And they accepted
my two years of college as accredited, I didn't have to take the exam, and then I waited. Pearl
Harbor happened on December i h and on December is", I was informed that I was selected to
go to pilot training, so I went to uh, Kelly Field, San Antonio. (7:12)

AK: Very nice.

MC: I graduated from uh, advanced flying school at uh, Mission, Texas as a pilot and second
lieutenant. .. for my destiny, to meet this young lady [points to his wife] in Boca Raton.

AK: How wonderful!

MC: Yup.

BRAAF & THEIR FIRST MEETING

AK: And when did you get sent to Boca?

MC: I was sent to Boca, I gu-well I graduated from flying school on the is" day of January.
And a couple 0' days later, I was, so I probably got to Boca on January zo" / 21st, some 4 or 5
days after graduation ... Ok?



AK: And did you guys meet right when you, got there pretty much?

MC: Yes, I was a B-17 pilot and a B-24 pilot, and we used to fly radar missions for training. As
you know, Boca Raton was a radar base. And, so I was qualified to-to fly bombers . We flew a
lotta airplanes. And one day, it was February the iz" of nineteen hundred and forty-two .. .

BC: Forty-three

MC: Forty-three. Just after I had gotten there, a few months ... I was walking from, from the
flight, from operations after flying all day walking to the, the BOQ.] The BOQ was on the south
side of the east, of the north-south runway. Ok? And I was walking. And a captain who's the
band le- in charge of the band there, colonial- Captain Shorago, stopped and picked me up and
said "would you like a ride?" So as we drove down the perimeter road, there were two girls
standing by their bicycles. And he said [impersonating the Captain] "Oh! Those are nurses! I
was in the hospital!" And so he stopped. And he said, "Young ladies I would like to introduce a
new lieutenant that just arrived ..." So I got out of the car and there it is.

AK: There it was!

MC: Ok? (9:13)

AK: Love at first sight!

Me: Yea - right then!

. AK: How nice!

MC: Yeah. (9:18)

NURSE'S TRAINING AND LIFE ON THE BASE

AK: And... when you got moved to the Air Field, umm, did they, did they have to do any extra
training for you?

BC: We didn 't have any at all before we went t-to Boca Raton. But after we got there, we did
some calisthenics, and how to-and tell us how to march, and tum around and this sorta thing,
And that's, that's all the training we had really.

AK: Wow - Did you live on the base at the time?

BC: Oh oh yes, uh-huh, And w-we had our, barracks, just like the men did, just, and we each
had our own room with a cot that was, we had a shade of some kind for the window and then the
bathrooms were down the hall, the common bathroom, but we had uh, a lavatory in our room,
and uh, a closet, and a, and a cot. That was it. (10: 10)

I Bachelor 's Officers Quarters



AK:Wow

BC: But, but it was fun! We got, uh, orange crates for a bedside table, ya know? And you make
do-and, and everybody's in the same shape, so you don't feel inferior or anything. And so, we
we did real well, we did real well.

AK: Very nice. And when did you start, did you continue working at the base until it closed in
'477 [10:35]

MARRIAGES ON BASE

BC: No. Uh, no. I, I worked there really only about-a little yes, about a year and six and four
months. And in the meantime, we had married. We married, uh, we met in February I believe,
and we married in July.

AK: Oh wow, very quick! [11:00]

BC: Yeah. And then, when I got pregnant , in December, I-I worked for about four months
more, and then at that time you had to get out. They didn't let you stay in. So, so this was in
1944. April, or May-I've forgotten which date that we, I think it was probably May, we got out,
that I got out of the service.

AK: Did you guys go on dates in Boca Raton when you were there?

MC: Oh yeah, sure we did!

BC: Yup

MC: As I said, Bernice went to Boca with two of her friends. One of 'em was from Texas, uh,
umm, who? ..

BC: No no, one from Mississippi and one from Tennessee.

MC: One from Tennessee, well anyway ...

AK: An - And those were both ladies you met while training in..

BC: They were my classmates . ..

AK: .. . at Tennessee ...

BC: Yuh-huh



MC: And one of 'em got married in May. The second one got married in June. And I didn't
wanna get left behind so that the three girls married. We're still in contact with one of the
couples. The other couple, the other girl died of, a couple of years ago. And her husband has
Alzheimer's. But we're still in contact with the Hanson's ...

BC: their .daughter

MC: the Hanson's, yeah.

AK: So, you got married in uh? July of '43?

MC: '40 - '43, yeah. July 23rd
, in the, there was a chapel on the base. (12:30)

AK: And what was it like to get married on the base?

MC: Well, uh, it was uh, great because...

BC: The only disadvantage, our parents, no-one could travel during that time except uh, military
people unless you were, got really special [approval] Yeah. And uh, that was hard to do. So,
our, our parents couldn't come. That was the disadvantage ofya know, of not getting married on
uh...

MC: But we had a lot of friends

BC: None of our families came.

MC: A lot of military friends.

BC: We had friends and the friends were very supportive. (13 :00)

AK: And were you engaged for long before you got married?

MC: Well, we were engaged, let's see ... we were engaged a couple of months, something like
that.

BC: Yeah, about four. ..

MC: Ya see, in the war, you can't fool around cause you never know if you gunna die, or what
yaknow?

PROPOSAL

AK: How did you propose? (13: 17)



MC: Oh! Alright, my friend and I had rented an apartment off base. At Boca Raton - at Delr ay
Beach, just on the beach. Because during the summer, the rents went way down so he found a
real good deal. And so, he and I rented this apartment. So, one day, I invited the two girls, two
Bernice's friend, and Bernice, to come and fix chicken dinner for us. So, they were fixing
chicken dinner, we walked out to the beach, and I proposed. It's as simple as that. But she
turned me down.

AK: NO!

MC: Yes, she did! The reason for it is that I had bought a bottle of scotch. And we had had a
drink of scotch before ya know, while they were cooking. And Bernice says , "Well, you know ,
you've had a drink. I wanna make sure that you're right, so let's wait. ..

BC: Actually, I was stalling while I made up my mind.

AK: Had to decide!

MC: Yeah! Yeah!

AK: Uh! That's a great story!

MC: Yeah. (14:25)

LIFE AS A NURSE

AK: So what did you actually do as a nurse on the base? Were you stationed at the hospital?

BC : Oh yes. We had a shortage of nurses, and we all worked at the hospital on shifts. And we
worked twelve hours days, twelve hours on, and twelve, uh, hours off. And uh,

AK: Were you in a certain section of the hospital, or it just depended . . .

BC: Well we were , there was a day supervisor and a night supervisor. At first, everyone was
assigned to certain wards. They, there were very few private rooms. There were wards of
mostly soldiers, and we were just assigned a place. We had a chief who was really wonderful.
And we were assigned to a certain section of the hospital, like you do in civilian life . . . We just
worked like you would in a civilian hospital-with your, you give medicines, you do the same
things you'd ordinarily do. [MC takes out a few of Bernice's old photographs of her during
nursing school and shares them]

AK: What a great picture' (15:40)

MC : That's all 0 ' the nurses ... at the base.

2 All pictures shown by Manny during the interview can be found in the back of this binder.



AK: For the whole base? That was it?

MC: That's it.

BC: Now, now that was later on. There didn't - Isn't that? Is that the first one?

MC: Yeah-I think so. Yeah, this is the original.

AK: Uh-and how many people, how many beds did the hospital have?

BC: Pardon?

AK: How many beds did the hospital have ?

BC: You know, I don't remember, I don't remember that

AK: Did you take care of non-military people as well?

BC: No. And we - we had very few people from other, from other countries that you would
think might-people who were ill. And, I guess it was because it was supposed to be a secret
base, because of the radar. But we didn't know at the time it was supposed to be secret. They
didn't ever. .. caution us to not say anything. I guess they thought we didn't know what was
there .3

AK: Wow. (16:35)

BC: Butuh...

MC: [Has another one of Bernice's pictures in hand] Is that the origin al group ?

BC: I think, Yeah, probably so .. . We didn't have very many at first, and then they gradually
came because it was, a shortage, of nurses.

AK: What did you think of your uniform?

BC: Uh, no, well , r liked all of 'em except for the winter uniform. We wore white uniforms that
we had to furnish our own.

AK: Wow.

MC: They wore that on duty. (17:11)

3 In a follow-up interview, Bernice emphasizes the fact that she did not know what was secretive about the
base until World War II was over and the base was closed down .



BC: But we had umm ... regular suits to go out, if we went out, umm, and we had a tropical
uniform and a winter uniform. We bought-we had to buy the tropical uniform, but they issued
the other one. But , we never wore the other one, it was wool , and it was . . .

MC: Scratchy

BC: ... hot

AK: Olili!

BC: And I never wore it the entire time.

AK: My grandmother was a nurse and she said the thing she hated the most was her uniform.

BC: Uh-huh , yeah.

MC: They always wore caps in those days , ya see [pointing to picture] nurse's caps .

AK: Was she in that uniform when you first saw her?

BC: No, uh.

BC: The first time ...

MC: She was wearing shorts ... [AK laughs]

AK: How scandalous!

MC : .. . red ones . . . and she was on a bicycle.

AK: Oh, that's right.

MC: That was their afternoon off.

SPECIAL EVENTS

AK: How nice . Do you remember going to any of the special events that were on the base?

BC: Oh yes, mhmm.

MC: Yea

BC: We uh, we had a real good band. This , this man that Manny. . .

MC: Shorago



BC: said introduced him . . .

MC: Maurice Shorago."

BC: And uh, they had dances at the big Boca Raton Club , the real exclusive one now. . . And in
fact, the military had taken over that Club and usually, almost every Saturday night they had a
dance and real good music. And we were allowed to wear evening clothes to events like that.
And so everyone-all the girls, wore evening dresses that went. And we went on GI trucks. They
furnished the transportation and it was the regular big trucks with .. . and the back end had
benches on each side and . ..

MC: ... stairs, they had wood stairs that you could walk up

BC: Yeah, they had steps that you had to get up to get on it here. And so we got on the buses on,
in our evening clothes. But we always had a date, nobody went without a date

MC: Canvas top

BC: Yeah, it was a canvas (19: 18)

MC : This is what she looked like in uniform when I met her.

AK.: Look at you! How beautiful! That's absolutely adorable. Is that a picture of you guys
walking down the chapel too?

MC : I made that her for Valentine's Day , look, this Valentine's.

AK.: That's wonderful. How nice.

MC: See, these are these wooden barracks and the hospital quarters. And this is another one that
shows how the barracks were

AK.: Oh, and it says 'Nurse's Quarters'

MC : Yup, that's the nurse 's quarters. And see, they were adjoined to the hospital. But, less
than, twenty-five yards from there was

BC: it was real close to the hospital

MC: that's your Bachelor Officer Quarters

AK.: That's very close! (20:07)

4 Maurice Shorago was a service pilot and the instructor of the 503rd Air Force Band. He was notorious for
flying all over the country to recru it band members playing in famous bands.



MC: Called the BOQ. Well, we used to walk through [mutters]

AK: How nice! That's a great picture.

WORKING ON BASE

AK: And what did you do on the base? You, you still flew the B-17s and B-24s?

MC: And B-34's. In addition to being a pilot we had to have a ground job because you can 't fly
more than eighty/ninety hours a month. For rest periods, my job, in addition to being a pilot was
assistant air inspector of the base. So I became an inspector. So that's what I did for, when I
wasn't flying I was inspecting bases and activities and stuff. And I use to volunteer to give talks
at the hospital for the uh, uh, patients that were under recovery, and they were just waitin a few
days so I'd go there to take their time and talk about Air Force activities. (21:05)

AK: Were there a lot of accidents that happened on there that caused you to do a lot of work at
the hospital?

MC : Well they got sick, not only accidents, it was sickness, regular-flu and bellyaches, and
headaches, whatever. And uh, so they, they were busy . And they had a maternity ward too, ya
know? Because the people that lived off the base , they didn't have base quarters, the people that
were married lived off base, but they could come there for medical , for their dependants. So they
took care of dependants and they took care of uh, their military too.

AK: That 's nice (21:41)

MC: And they had a lot of students that were going in and out-they had to have their physicals,
and everything like that. So they stayed pretty busy.

BC: They had regular wards, like you had surgical wards, medical wards, a maternity ward, and
uh, I think we had a uh, a psychiatric uh, division too, but ya know, there were certain, they
were, just like in a civilian hospital. I guess. Did you say your mother was a nurse?

AK: My grandmother was a nurse.

BC: Your grandmother

AK: She did rotations all over-so, I'm sure you did the same.

BC: Uh-huh, yeah, right.

HOSPITAL LIFE



AK: Was there anyone spot that you were at more often than another?

BC: I always, I preferred the maternity ward, more than , better than any of 'em, because ya
know, the babies are being born and something is happening. And, usually everybody's happy.
So, that was-I would prefer that to any other.

AK: Did you work mostly with other women? Or did you have some um, male doctors too?
Female doctors?

BC: Yeah, we had male doctors. In fact there were, I don't think we had any women doctors in
the in the military, at the time, at that base. But...

AK: And you ladies were all very friendly together? Did you all, hang out on the weekends or
days off, and? ..

BC: Well , we had a day off. . . occasionally, 1 think we probably had one day a week off. Ya
know when 1 was in nurses training, we didn't have any days off and so I get kinda confused
about the two of 'em. But, 1know we had days off and go to the beach a lot. And that was .. .
there wasn't that much to do really. You could go shopping, but nobody had a car you had to,
had to go by bus everywhere you went.

SPECIAL EVENTS AT THE BOCA RATON CLUB

MC: You see, Boca Raton Club, the big club, was taken over by the government, that was an
-Officer's Training School, but the Base Officer's Club was at the Club, ok? And we used the
dining room and the ballroom and so forth, and that's where Sherago would take his band. And
they were good. You know why they were good? Because he was a service pilot, not a combat
pilot. And he would take an airplane, a cargo plane, and go around the country and he would
recruit band, people in the band. He'd go to Benny Goodrick's band, and say "you come with
me - if you don't come and join me at Boca Raton, I'll have you drafted and sent to the War!"
So they'd join him!

AK: Wow!

MC: So we had, he was very good, he was a good musician himself, he loved it, ya know? And
so he was, a musician. So anyway, he would, when we had, balls, military balls, he would play
there with the band . Then on, usually on weekends, they'd all go to the cabanas on the beach,
about a half a mile from the hotel, on the beach, was where the cabanas were, and they had a
pool and so forth, and the beach, we could go there but our transport, as she said was by Gl
truck . They called it 'the shuttle.' (25: 18)

BC: No-one had cars, even the men didn't have, well, [mumbles] you might see 3 or 4 cars, but
uh, most, most everyone walked or had public transportation.



SECURITY AND SECRECY

AK: And the security was really high as well, to get. .. on and off the base? (25:31)

MC: Yes, well, yeah, to enter.

BC: They had guards at the, at the, ya know, at the gate.

MC: All the gates had guard. You had to have an ill card where you went. And although there
wasn't a great deal of security at the hospital and the flight line, in the training rooms , as ya see,
where they train the people? Those were all surrounded by wire and barbed wire on top. And
they were all controlled by guards - they had to go in and out. All, all students had to be cleared.

AK: And did you have to go in and out of that facility? .. Did you go in and out of that training
part .. .

MC: I did

AK: for the radar?

MC: Yup, because I was umm, I was a pilot and I was also, a umm, an inspector. But at that
time they were developing the Norden bomb site. Which is the most accurate bomb site in the
world. Norden. And much of it was developed there at Boca Raton . And much of the radar that
we have today was developed at Boca Raton. Although it originated in England, Boca Raton-for
the U.S . military-that was their principle base. I made one of the first actual radar landings that
was ever made. (26:54)

RADAR TRAINING

AK: What did they have you doing for your training for the radar stuff?

MC: For the radar? For those type? We would go out and, there was a Britisher, a civilian, and
they gave him a trailer that he had his equipment out there, and he'd get out in the middle of the
landing field and we would, he would come to the base and have pilots, that weren 't scheduled
for regular missions to help him that day to fly uh, radar missions. So he would have us take off,
fly off, and then report to 4 or 5,000 feet and he would tell you which way to go, to come in, and
guide you. But what he was doing is have you come down on the approach, in about 500 feet
before landing, you could go around, so he would say, release you. But on this day, the
Everglades were on fire, as you know, several time its smoke gets so thick you can't see. Well,
it was really really bad and I'd been out on a patrol in a radar mission in the, near the Bahamas,
and the way back, boy, it was, it was really jammed up. And our radio beacon wasn't working
very well. So, I called desperately, and I says, "Is my friend [hands hit tablej -Is my friend
there? ..." The spook we called him, "available?" And he says "he's out there ," so I made contact
with him. And he called me and brought me, uh, and brought me right down . . . right on the air
field.



FLYING ACCIDENTS

AK: Did you ever get into any flying accidents?

BC &MC: No

AK: Never? (28:26)

MC: Well, we - I saw accidents. I was never in an accident there. But one day, I was taking off,
and one of my buddies, that had, that had come from my, there were five of us that were assigned
to Boca Raton from my flying school. And one of 'em, that came with me, was taking offin a
B-34, and he lost an engine, turned over, got killed right in front of - and I was waiting to take
off. But. .. that's life. Other times, we had, oh! There was a tremendous crash one time. This
was, after I had been there, probably could'a been, '45. Many of the pilots that had been
overseas flyin had come back and were pilots flying the B-24s and the B-17. And, I don't know
if you're familiar, or seen how the airfield was ramped. It was triangular, like this way, there
was a north-south runway, and then a south ...west, and a north-east runway. And then an east
west, so it was triangular. Depending on the wind , which way we 'd take off. Well, one day they
were taking off, to the east, and so the, one of the pilots was going up the, the side, this, this
runway here, to tum around and come back, and it was a B-17, taxied slowly. A B-24 hot shot
pilot that had been in combat came and he made what they call a running take-off. He didn 't line
up to check to sure that he was going to the east, he just made a quick tum. Instead of turning
east, he turned so-south-east, so he locked wings on the runway with anoth er plane ... but nobody
was killed. (30:22)

AK: Wow, lucky.

MC: The B-17 broke in two. And people jumped out cause, I saw guys with parachutes strapped
on, running down, running like mad to get the hell out of the way because you never know if it's
going to explode or not

AK: Yeah

MC: Your danger in a crash, is, the uh, the fire- the explosion. Ya know, if you, if you survive
the crash, the danger is the explosion or fire. But that didn 't happen. And the B-24, the, the
cockpit was sheared right at the top, cause it's this high, sheared it right off, but the pilot
survived.

AK: Wow-he must've ducked.

MC: Well

AK.: And. . . did you, were you always at the Boca base until it close?



MC: Oh no! I, I stayed in the service until I retired. I'm a career officer, umm, I arrived there in
umm, let's say, uh, yeah 1945, they had already started sending pilots out, and they decided to,
we were on vacation right?

BC: Yeah

MC: We went on leave to New Mexico. The day I arrived, we arrived for my vacation, Tgot a
telegram to come back immediately-I was being transferred. So, then my boss says, "1 tried to
hold it, he said but you gotta come back." So we were there one day, weren 't we? Had to tum
around and come back.

AK: One day vacation. . .

INVASION OF JAPAN

MC: Ok? So, anyway, 1came back and they sent me uh, to prepare for the invasion of Japan.
That was before World War II had ended.

AK: Yup

MC: When 1was at Boca Raton, as a grade of captain, cause I went from second lieutenant to the
grade of captain from January'43 until July of'45,1 was already a captain. But in, in uh, early
1945 ... just before World War uh, II ended, in June. .. 1 think, it ended in June, wasn't it? Well
anyway, 1 was the command and general staff school at Fort Levinworth?

AK: Where is that?

MC : Yeah, Command and General Staff School, Fort Levinworth, Kansas

AK: Kansas (32 :45)

MC: Kansas, ok. And uh, when 1 got back, that's when I went on vacation, and when I was on
vacation they called me back cause they were getting ready for the invasion of Japan. We were
halfway to the Philippines on our way to Japan to join my unit when the war ended in Japan,
which is September 2nd

, ok? So we arrived in Ja-in the Phillipenes, we were in uh, Tac1oban, ah,
uh... where we landed, we were supposed to go to Manila but they dropped us off there. We
were there for a week and a buddy of mine got on a plane, cause 1 was to be assigned to the 5th

Air Force and got a ride with some planes that were going to Okinawa.. .. To eventually go to
Japan. So we got to Okinawa to go to the 5th Air Force to learn that the 5th Air Force had just
been moved to Japan. So 1 was stuck there for a week in tents. Ok? This buddy went already
found out that LST, uh, that was a navy landing ship, that was on the beach loading, cause they
were going to Japan. And we were living out of sea rations, ya know, can rations, and uh, living
in tents, takin a bucket to take a bath and, we're go down to the water and uh, try to, uh, the bay
was full of ships, and uh, we-so anyway, the captain on this LST said "yes, I have a crew, you
can come with us"-he'll take our orders so we went on board: hot bread, meat , fresh vegetables



and all of that -the navy really ate, they, so we were great. But on the second night before we,
the second night we were there, the day before we left, there was a typhoon coming. So we had
to pick up anchor, go down to rendezvous with the great armada of, other navy ships and we
started, we were in north Okinawa, went all the way south the next day to join the group. And
then they were, the typhoon was going from the east, from the west to the, no, from the east to
the west, And we were going to go around the island, so when it passed south, we would, the
armada of navy ships would be on the leeward side [unrecognizable]. So we all joined, and went
up there, when we got up to this point, the typhoon decided to go north. So it caught us,
SMACK and we rode that thing out for. .. oh, a week, five days, out there. And the waves were
seventy-five feet high, and you would see a destroyer at the top of the crest of a wave starting to
come down, and we thought it was gunna come on us, but when it come down, we go up! So it
was up and down, like rollercoaster, ok? And the LST has a rounded bottom, so it was like this
rolling back and forth. They couldn't, they couldn't cook, we had to eat sea rations and stuff
had to hold onto stuff, tryin to eat a little something in all that, had to strap ourselves to a bunk,
because we would fall out. But we survived. And we eventually, got on a ship, and we started
out on another convoy towards Japan. But there was a problem. The Sea of Japan was affected
by the typhoon, and it cut all the mines that had been planted in the area, cut 'em loose, so we
had to be on alert and the ships watching for these mines to, to uh, notify 'em that there were
mines near so we dodged mines til we got to. (36:40)

AK: Wow, and where were you when he got sent over to Japan?

BC: I was, I had gone to Arkansas, but I had stayed in Boca Raton for a while, while he was in
commander staff school. And then I went to Arkansas where my parents lived, and, and I stayed
with them a while, but, but I was expecting my second baby by this time, and I didn't wanna,
-burdenmy parents, so I got an apartment in Stutgart, and where I had gone to school. And I was
there ...

MC: Until I came back

BC: Until Manny came back

MC: You see, my overseas tour was uh, only lasted 3 months. Because I arrived, I got to Japan,
and when I got there, they said "well what are you doing here?" and I said "Well I been
transferred, Ijust got here." And they said "well you have too many points!" Point-because, they
were, Congress had demanded the troops be sent back, and it went by points. You got a point for
so much service, a point for being married, a point for children, and a point for overseas. Well I
had enough points that I was eligible, just arriving, to come back! So they said "we have to send
you back!" and I said "Hey! I'm not complaining!" He said, "you can either volunteer to stay
here until'47,2 years, without your dependants" and I said "no way!" So I got onboard the
ship-adios!

AK: There ya go!

MC: Yeah, so I was in Japan, about 5 weeks, the first occupation trips.



AK: Okay

MC: It's interesting. Isn't it?

1945 - 1949

AK: And when you came back from Japan, where-did you go to Arkansas?

MC: No, when I got back from Japan, they told me "Okay-umm, you have to go now, you can
get two weeks vacation, relief, but we have to send you to Europe" and I said "I just came back!"
He said "well you were deployed from here but you're eligible now to go to Europe. So they
were satisfying Congress to get ya back, but they didn't say they can't send ya out! So they said
"you can elect either to either, get out or stay in" and I said "I elect to get out"-I wasn't going to
leave my family, Bernice was expecting a baby! And I didn't want to-so I got out. And so I
stayed out for one year. And then one day, when I was working in Stuttgart, when I was working
for a hardware store, installing gas heaters -about to blow my brains out that's a long ways from
being a pilot - out there as a plumber, doing, doing gas tanks, I came home and Bemice says, uh,
"you just received a telegram." I said "what"? Yeah. The telegram says, "Captain Chavez-You
are called to active duty in the grade of Captain, to report to the Counter Intelligence School in
Baltimore, Maryland, on such and such a date" WOW! I, when I got into the foot locker, and got
on my uniform, and I uh, was happy as a horse to get back in the service. They called me back.
So that was exactly one, the exact year, one year to the day, from the time I got out, to the time I
got back in.

AK: Wow (40:06)

MC : Yup, so I went to Baltimore by myself, for a couple three weeks was it? And then, I got an
apartment, and I called Bernice, and I says, "I'm comin for ya" And so we, the whole,
incidentally, while, we were out that one year, we lost the baby. It died, 3 hours after birth. So,
uh, a little girl, and so forth, she died. But anyway, we had Steve, so my son Steve and Bernice,
and we got in a car. There was an ice storm the day we left and so we're slippin and slidin
slippin and slidin all over the place, but we made it to Baltimore. So 1went to uh, counter
intelligence school. And from there, they decided to send me, cause I spoke Spanish, fluently,
they decided to send me to uh, Panama. To the-it was in the southern command, it was called the
Caribbean command. 1947 ... this was April, '47, assigned to-but, but my Caribbean command,
they made me commander of the counter-intelligence detachment in Puerto Rico. So, I was
assigned to Panama, but detached to be commander of the counter-intelligence unit in the
Caribbean command. So I was there for, oh, several months uh ... April about uh . . . oh, four or
five months later. .. I was notified that I had been selected as a regular army air, or an army
officer, instead of reserve, I was commissioned as a regular officer, which meant that I was
permanent status. If there was a reduction in force, I would stay in, the others would get out. So
that meant that my career was fixed. So I got that uh, appointment, and a few, weeks later, the
Director of Intelligence of the Caribbean Air command from Panama, the air force , came to
Panama, and interviewed me, and said "we want you to come over and take the Air Force



detachment, will you come?" I said "tomorrow." So we went, after a few months in Puerto Rico,
we went to Albrook Air Force Base.' And I took over the detachment commander

AK: Wow - And, were you flying? What exactly were you doing? (42:43)

MC: Oh,J was flyin because when I came back to actual duty I didn't start flying, but when I
became a regular officer, I went back on flying status, so I was flying C-47s - anything that
moved!

AK: Anything that had wings, you flew!

MC: And when we got to Panama, they had one B-17, and I was one of the few pilots that was
qualified to fly it. So, I had jurisdiction of several bases in the Caribbean, one ofthem was in
Trinidad, the other one in British Guyana, which is Guyana now, the other one was in Suriname,
which was Dutch Guyana at that time. The others were in Beane Field and St. Lucia, on the
island, and up, we had two other bases on the other. And Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico,
and one in Jamaica. So, since I had a long area to cover, cause I had agents in each one of those
bases, so what would I do when I needed to visit 'em? I'd crank up the B-17 and off! flew. All
over.

AK: What a great way to travel! (43:56)

MC: Oh, the Caribbean, yeah! Just had a uh, wonderful time! Nicaragua, Guatemala, Central
America, and uh, then, in between uh... we also provided transportation to help the uh, missions,
and the attaches in South America. So I'd get a C-47 and we'd take supplies to Peru, Chile, and
Argentina, and Brazil. So we were flying all over Latin America.

AK: Jeeze

BECOMING AN ATTACHE

MC: And I did that until 19.. .49. In 1949, I was assigned to Los Angeles to the OSI unit - the
Office of Special Investigations from Air Force, and the smog was killing me. Blah! Ugh! I
didn't like it. Ya know? So after several months of being there, I flew to Washington to talk
to... some of my buddies that were up in intelligence. I said "get me outta there!" Ya know! "I
don't like that smog" and I said "it's not a challenging job! I was a commander and now I'm just
a door pusher-a doorbell pusher." So, the colonial, that'd be my boss in Panama, said he picked
up the phone and he said "How would you like to be assistant military attache in Guatemala?"
And I said, "I'd love it!" He said, "Go across this uh, parking lot over to the next building and
talk to the chief of the attache branch." So I went over there and I was interviewed, and I was
selected, and I became assistant air attache to Central America with duty station in Guatemala.

AK: Wow (45:48)

5 Former Air Force facility in Panama.



MC: Three years. So then 1got into diplomatic service without having to go to school

AK: Look at that!

MC: Yeah, see.

AK: And that was your major originally!

MC: Yeah, that it - was my aim originally

AK: That worked out.

MC: So we were in Guatemala three years, right?

BC: Three years, uh-huh

AK Did you like living down there?

BC: Uh-huh, I did. (46:04)

AK: The weather was perfect I'm sure.

MC : Yeah

BC: Yeah, yes, uh-huh, it was real good .

MC : In the meantime, uh, while we were in Panama in 1948, at Holbrook, the sa - the third child
was born, Jane-Martha Jane, 1948 at Fort __. She was born the same day uh, that General
Ridgeway's, Matthew B. Ridgeway, who was, in form, he was the commander of the, southern
command at the time from there he replaced McArthur in Japan.

AK: Ah yeah, okay.

MC: Then he became chiefofthe army. (46:43)

CHILDREN

MC: Jane, our daughter Jane, and his son, were born the same day.

AK: Wow. Were you - did you have all your children on the military bases, at the hospitals?

BC: No. My second baby was in a civilian.. .

MC : In Las Cruces . ..



BC: ... hospital, and the uh, fourth one was. Three children were born on military bases. The
fourth child, Beth, was born in Guatemala.

AK: Wow-and you-your first child was born on the Boca base?

BC: Boca Raton

MC: Boca base, yeah

AK: Eh - did you know all the nurses there when you were at the mat- ...

MC: Oh yeah, sure

BC: All the nurses and all the doctors. Yeah, I got real good treatment

AK: I'm sure! That must've been so nice.

BC: Yeah, that was nice.

AK: Oh wow. How lucky! And were you ever nervous about him flying and, and going on all
these missions?

BC: Yeah, I was, ya know, but you know, just try to take it in stride, it's a, that's his job, and so,
you can get killed crossing the street if you're not careful.

·AK: Absolutely.

RATIONING AND GENERAL LIFE IN WORLD WAR II

AK: Do you remember, during the war, having to turn the lights off and things like that when
you were driving along the roads, and..?

BC: Db, umm .. .. We, we had, we had some , they-on the coast they had blackouts all the time ...
but we were not right on the coast. And uh, I, I don 't recall that we did... (48: 16)

MC: Do you remember-did you say, during World War II?

AK: Yeah

MC : Yeah, during World War II they uh, occasionally we 'd have uh, not, we didn 't have too
much of a threat on the base. There were submarines out there, there were German submarines
and they were sinking ships. So part of grade of our training we were also patrolling, we carried
depth charges.



BC: You knew about the rationing during the war , didn't you? Like uh, shoes were rationed,
people had to be careful about their shoes, uh, coffee was rationed, sugar. ..

MC: ...meat...

BC: uh, meat, bacon, and this, all that sorta thing.

AK: Did - did you get any extra because you worked for the military?

MC:No

BC:No

AK: Wow

MC: But I was lucky because I had a cousin married to a nice fellow , whose famil y had a, had a
slaughter house and butcher shop so we would . ..visit them uh, in Fort Laud erdale and we' d go
home with nice steaks and bacon and stuff

BC: Yeah, he would give us, but you could go to restaurants and, and, and get these things . ..

MC: Yeah, you could get them . . .

BC: ...because they were allowed so much, ya know ? And we used to go to a waffle house, and
they had uh, bacon with the waffles ... we went

MC: Thirty-five cents for a cup of coffee

AK:Ah!

MC: A waffle and bacon and that was our treat!

BC: Yeah , that was a real treat!

MC: Boy that was like going out to dinner. (49:36)

WAR ENDING

AK: How wonderful. What else ... do you remember about , umm , do you remember the war
well you were home for the war ending, so do you remember people celebrating , and ... ?

MC: They didn't celebrate much



BC: Yeah, I was, I was really ... well , I was, I was in Stutgart when uh, Japan ended. Uh , no, I
was - they don't go out into the streets like they did in Latin America ya know? They, uh, and
not in the small towns - they probably did in uh, in the , in the bigger cities.

MC: Well, when World War II ended, I, I was in a big auditorium, at uh, commander staff
school. And the commanding general come up and said "Gentlemen-the war is over!" WOW!
Everybody stood up ya know, and applauded, and all that-and we had some Brit ish officers
there, and they hooped and hollered. And they said, "Good-bye Yankees! " And they left and
they didn't want any more part-they weren 't gunna finish the course, they went back to England.

AK.: Wow (50:44)

CHANGES AFTER WORLD WAR II & THE HURRICANES

BC : Everybody was happ y of course, but they, they don't take to the streets like they do in some
places.

AK: Wow, what was some of the biggest changes after the war? What were the, late 40s , 50s. ..

BC: You know, I guess one of the biggest changes that I noticed-you would start to get a few
electrical appliances. And the , water-washing machine was one of the first ones, and electric
fans, and ya know, things, uh, that was my first uh, the first change that I noticed after the war
that we occasionally, those things would go, sewing machine. And different things like tha t 
cause during the war, you had nothing. You couldn't get - you couldn't buy a fan, we didn't

-have air conditioning, but, you couldn't buy an electric fan, you just had to bare with the heat.
(51 :42)

AK.: Do you remember living, uh, with the hurricanes in '44 and '47, that knocked down the
base ?

MC: Yup

BC : Well, we had one hurricane that uh, but we went to this big base-this big Boca Raton Club,
all the base evacuated and uh, the hospital patients, everybody evacuated and went to the, this , to
thi s hotel.

MC: I was on hurricane committee. So, normally all the pilots had to fly airplanes and clear
them , airplanes were going out. But I had to stay, and, good, because I could stay with Bemice.
Stev e-was only, he was only what?

BC: Five-six weeks old. (52 :23)

MC : Five-six weeks old, yeah

AK.: Oh my gosh.



MC: When it went up... and, so, the nurses were on duty, and so they asked Bernice to help .

BC: Yeah, they put me to work , and they got a babysitter for Steve

MC: They got a babysitter for the baby, ya know. They were there , so, I was up on the tower, up
there watching the hurricane. She was working, they were all at the Boca Raton Club.

HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION

AK: So, when you guys got married, did you have to still live in separate quarters ? Did you find
somewhere else to live?

MC: No, when we got married, we, we lived in Delray Beach. And we owned a jitney, a jitney 
do you know what a jitney is? It was a station wagon-I had a station wagon of some kind. And,
he would stop at this gas station, at early in the morning, they had to be at work at seven, so did
we. So, 6:30 in the morning, it would leave the gas station-for fifty cents , you could go to the
base, and he'd [unrecognizable]

BC: And we'd walk to the gas station..

MC: Yup

BC: ... which was not that far (53:18)

MC: And they were permitted to go in the base because they were all military. And then in the
afternoon, you could catch it to go home. We .. . so one day, one of the fellas was leaving ,
overseas, and he had a 1936 Ford, V-8 coupe. But it had bald tires , and you couldn't buy tires
because they were rationed. And you couldn't buy a used tire to uh.. .

BC: Ga - gasoline was rationed too

AK: Oh yeah, that's right..

MC: .. .So, he wanted $135 for the car. Ok? And , this is, the, 1936 car, and this was '43-'43.
But the fella at the gas station, I had befriended the guy, and he was a good friend of mine , and I
was telling him about it and he said "look son-go ahead if you can afford it-buy the car and bring
it here and I'll help you get some used tires , I'll put some tires on for ya." So, I bought the car
and sure enough, you could see the cords in it. That 's why he was selling it, ya know, but it ran.
So, anyway, he said, "wait a minute" he says, "isn' t your wife a nurse?" and I said "yes" and he
said, "She can get a ration card from the, from the ration board, because she's a nurse." So I
went up there, and said "my wife's a nurse," blah-blah (54:44 )

BC: ...but you didn't have to be-you had asked us if we had special privileges, but anybody-a
civilian nurse, could do, anybody, doctors and nurses, were , uh, had military and civilian li.. .



MC: They could get. . .special rations. So she got special rations for 4 new tires . Went over
there, and the guy sold ' em to me, I could pay him so much per month, really great. The peopl e
were out of this world when they helped you. They had a restaurant in Delray Beach, called ,
Patio , didn't they?

BC: Mhrnm ... (55:14)

MC: Oh, wonderful ya know . It was really a patio. You walked in, and it was open, ya know .
And open court-stufflike that, and on the side, was a bar, and the food was excel-$1.50 for a
steak dinner, for military. So, once a month, we could afford to go there , that 's all you could
afford.

AK: Wow, and you had your steak dinner. How wonderful.

MC: Well, we were making $125 a month.

AK: Mhrnm

MC: Yeah

AKWow

MC: So we had to scratch. But it was fun (55:47)

BERNICE'S LIFE WITH MANNY OVERSEAS

AK: What was it like being a single mom... with him traveling, all the time and having to take
care of the kids by yourself?

BC: Well, ya know, I, being a nurse, I felt capable

AK: Oh absolutely!

BC: That helped a lot. So, that was okay, I did alright, but I really didn't have any social life, but
my friend were real nice, ya know. I know there was one couple that used to have me over for
dinner and uh, they were military too.

AK: Were there a lot of other. ..

BC: That, I didn't stay there long. I went, when Manny was going overseas, I went to uh , to my
parent's. And uh, so, I wasn't by myself, really, really that long. But, but , I did okay.

AK: Were there a lot of other couples in kinda the same boat?

MC: Yes, yes, I guess so.



BC: Yeah, there were a few. But , my friends were, they went home too. The two nurses that
married, they had went home, so they were, they were not there. You were pretty, pretty much ,
alone. Because ya know, people were coming and going all the time . And the people that I
knew, well most of them were leaving. (57:14)

MC: And also, when you, when I was traveling a lot, that was on the base, the base is like a
family community. And they support each other, and they 're right there. When you arrive at a
new base, there is a group of people that'll come to visit you, and they 'll bring you footlockers .
And in there you have uh, linen , different things to get started until your stuff comes in. And
then you get started, and then when you leave, you pack it all up clean , you add something to it,
and away you go. So, they're always helping each other.

AK: That's nice

MC: So, it's very supportive.

FONDEST MEMORIES

AK: What are some of your fondest memories from the base? (57:53)

MC: From what period? Do we have?

AK: From World-whenever. . . World War II if you wanna pick one, some at the air force base in
.Boca?

BC: I think the social life, was just, being with other people ya know , that were, your age, and
have the same interests, I mean, to me, that meant more than anything I think .

AK: Helped to-it helped to get you through the War, I'm sure.

BC: Yeah

MC: Well, uh, in addition to the diplomatic service in uh, in uh, Central America, from ' 50 to
'53. I also served as a military attache in Peru, Bolivia, Venezuela, the Dominican Republic , and
Haiti.

AK: He took you everywhere!

MC: Yeah. So, we enjoyed those years, I think, our diplomatic assignments were . . .

BC: Yeah

MC : very interesting, because you met different type of people



BC : Oh yeah, when we were together, at, at the assignments, ya know, it was, much different
than when you're by yourself.

MC: So, we enjoyed that very much. We lived in Lima... we lived in Panama twice, Puerto
Rico, we lived in Guatemala, Peru, Venezuala, and the Dominican Republic. So, then finally, we
settled with Miami. I was the air attache in the Dominican Republic during 1960, when they
broke diplomatic relations. And I was then attached to the CIA office in Miami, down here in
Coral Gables. And uh, we lived in, Coral Gables, for just a few months during the summer. And
then, the lady doubled our rent, so I was desperate.

BC: They used to do that-I don't know if they still do it or not. But they said...

MC: Oh yeah, sure.

BC : For winter season, do they still double the rent?

Me: Yup

AK.: I've heard of it. Just cause there's so many more people. ..

BC: Yeah ...

MC: So anyway, she said she could get more money for the thing, so I said that I couldn't afford
it. So I went to Homestead Air Force Base, talked to the commander, and said "sure." So we
moved there, and we were at the base there, three and a half years, right?

BC: Yeah, something like that

MC: Yeah, three and a half years, at Homestead Air Force base, but I worked in Miami. And I
drove an MG. Every day from Boca, the base, up twenty-five miles. And, that was fun, we
enjoyed military life on the base is interesting.

BC: Yeah, I enjoyed military life. Security is the main thing-you always felt very secure.

AK.: Did you-because you worked for the CIA, did you keep a lot of things secret?

MC: Yup

AK.: Oohh! (1 :00:40)

MC: Yup, yup. Well, anyway, when I was, as an attache, I was involved in two or three
revolutions... ya know, in Latin America. It was interesting, a fascinating life , but we got by
okay. Our last two years, was in Panama again, second tour, in the southern command, and we
were there two years, and my boss, here, was a CIA, went to Panama and asked if I planned to
retire, he would to have me, come in work in CIA as a civilian. So, we had two children going
into college then, right?



BC: Mhrn

AK: Wow

MC : They were going to go to college, so I decided that I'd retire, because I had twenty-eight
and a half years of service, and I was a lieutenant colonial, and I couldn 't come back, and then go
to Vietnam, and the family here, and the kids in college, I couldn't afford it. So , I got out, I
retired. And I worked for the CIA for a few months, but the pay wasn't too good. And they
offered me a better job, civilian life, with a lot increase in pay. Goodbye!

AK: There ya go.

MC: And so I started working civilian life, and 1 became security manager, that's when 1 moved
into this house, 44 years ago.

AK : Wow, how nice.

MC : So that's about it. A round up, unless you have some specific questions.

AK : No! You guys, you guys covered every question I had and more!

BC: Where was your grandmother assigned?

AK : My grandmother, umm, was in Connecticut, she lived there her whole live.

BC:Mhmm

AK: She did uh, the best memories I have of her, are , when she was a nurse, she says was
umm...




